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1. INTRODUCTION 

CONSIDER a second-order equation of the form 

SU” + f(u) = 0, s > 0, a<x<b, (1) 

together with homogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. Suppose that f is 
“cubic-like”, i.e., f( - A) = f(0) = f(B) = 0, A, B > 0, and f’(0) > 0. Clearly u = 0 is a solution, 
and it is also well-known that as s -+ 0, non-constant solutions bifurcate out of the zero solution& 
Our aim is to determine whether these non-constant solutions undergo bifurcations as s + 0. 
Solutions which do not bifurcate are termed “non-degenerate”. A solution us(x) of (l), together 
with the given boundary conditions, is called “strongly non-degenerate” if and only if the equation 

su” + f’(u@))u = 0 

together with the same boundary conditions implies u E 0. 
A straightforward application of the implicit function theorem shows that a strongly non- 

degenerate solution is non-degenerate. Our object in this paper is to derive an easily checked 
non-degeneracy condition and to show that when our condition holds non-degenerate solutions 
are also strongly non-degenerate. 

We consider general systems of equations in the plane, subject to linear homogeneous bound- 
ary conditions. Our technique is to rephrase the problem in a qualitative geometric way where 
our non-degeneracy condition is easily derivable. We shall also show that if our condition is ever 
violated, then we can find a boundary-value problem which admits a degenerate solution. 

In the second part of the paper, we shall attack the problem by topological methods; we feel 
that these techniques should prove useful for other types of problems. Thus for equations of the 
form (1) we shall consider first the homogeneous Neumann problem and we shall explicitly 
construct local conjugations of the associated one-parameter family of vector fields Xs = 
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(u, -s- ‘f(u)), into each other. Since strongly non-degenerate solutions are invariant under 
conjugations, this will give us another approach to the problem. For other types of boundary 
conditions, one must “lift” the flows to the inversal covering space; we give a short description of 
this technique. 

Our condition can be stated rather easily in terms of the corresponding vector field. Thus, if X 
denotes our vector field, then our condition is that? @dX$’ - X2 > 0, provided that X is 
never radial& Here p” denotes a rotation of p E RZ by + n/2. For the particular system (l), our 
condition becomes f(u)/u > f’(u). 

We remark that the non-degeneracy problem arises quite naturally in the study of the stability 
of steady-state solutions of reaction-diffusion equations; see [l], for example. 

2. A GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF NON-DEGENERACY 

In order to motivate our approach, we consider(l), and make the change of variable y = s- 1/2x, 
to get 

ii + f(u) = 0, alfi<y<bl& 

subject to the same boundary conditions. Thus s --t 0 is equivalent to having the length of the 
interval increase. Hence, if we consider general systems of equations in R2, we can take as bifurca- 
tion parameter, the length of the interval. 

Thus consider the system 

u’ = f(K r), u’ = g(u, u), a<t<b, (2) 

subject to the linear homogeneous boundary conditions 

cr,u(a) + B,u(a) = cr,u(b) + B,v(b) = 0. (3) 

We also assume f(0, 0) = g(0, 0) = 0, and let Li, i = 1,2, denote the line cliu + biv = 0. We 
assume that there is a solution of (2), (3) through p0 E L,, and for p near pO, we let 4(p) denote the 
image under the flow of p on L,. Let T(p) denote the time the orbit takes in going from p to T(p); 
thus for p near pO, T(p) is near T(p,). 

LEMMA 1. A solution of (2x3) through p0 E L, is non-degenerate if and only if T is monotone in 
a neighborhood of pO. 

ProoJ: If T is monotone in a neighborhood U of pO, then for each I near b - a, there is a unique 
p in U with T(p) = r. Thus the solution through p. is non-degenerate. Conversely, if T is not 
monotone near p. then there are points pi, and pi converging to p,, with T(pi) = T(p;); hence the 
solution through p,, is degenerate. 

We shall use this criterion in order to derive our non-degeneracy condition. We first need 
some notation. For u = (c(, B) i R2, we define fi = (- fl, a). In terms of this notation, we see that 
X is never radial if for p # 0, X, # 0, we have 

x/p” # 0. (4) 

t The precise statement is given in Theorem 1 below. 
f: This condition always. holds for systems (1). 
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We can now state our first result. 

THEOREM 1. Let y be a solution of (2), (3) in an open set U, and suppose that (4) holds in U. Assume 
that for each q on y, 

4”dX4q’ - X,.4” 3 0, (5) 

and that for some p on y, 

@dX$’ - XP+j > 0. (6) 

Then y is a non-degenerate solution. 

Proof: Let cr(p, t) denote the flow of (2), p E R2, t E R. and let or denote the associated diffeo- 
morphism, p + a,(p). Let 

f,(r) = d a,(~) [PI .cz 
Here d O,(P) [PI d enotes the differential of or evaluated at p and acting on p. To understand the 
meaning of &, consider Fig. 1. 

We think of L, as the “starting manifold” and L, as the “final manifold”. Now a&p), s E R1 is 
the image of the ray through p so (d/ds)o,(sp)lS= 1 = da,(p) [p] is the tangent vector to the image 
of this ray at at(p). Thus, if T = b - a, and if we show that fp(T) # 0, then da,(p) Cp] is not radial 
so that the image of the starting manifold under the flow is transverse to the final manifold at 
a,(p). Hence, if fJT) # 0, then for points on L, near p, their images in time T do not lie on L, 
and so Lemma 1 implies that the solution through p is non-degenerate. We proceed to show 
that &(T) # 0. 

da, w [PI 
” 
A 

Figure 1. 

Using (4), we see that at every p E U, the vectors p and XP form a basis. Let q(t) = a,(p), 
0 < t < 7: and write 

d C,(P) [PI = a(r)XI1 + b(t)q, (7) 

where a and b are smooth scalar functions, ofp and t, ~(0, p) = 0, b(0, p) = 1. Also, since d o,(p)[X,] 
= X, and da,(p) is an isomorphism, b(t) > 0,O d t d T Now f,(t) = a(t)(X;q) and since X;Q < 0, 
we will be done if we show u(T) # 0. 

We differentiate (7) with respect to t and use the well-known differential equation satisfied by 
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the space derivative of a flow [2, p. 3001, to get 

d X4 do,(p) [p] = dX4 + 6q + a dX&XJ + bX4 

= a dX&X4) + b dXqqf, 

so that b{q”dXeq’ - XB.q”j = hX4.q”. From (5) we see that a(t) d 0, 0 d t < T and hence (6) 
yields a(T) < 0. The proof is complete. 

We note that a(T) # 0 implies that aT/ap # 0. To see this, note that if we fix p = p,, on the 
initial manifold, and let q. = a&,), then we have 0 
with respect to s gives XAaO(a T/as) (sp,) + d 

T(sp ,(sp,) = A(s)q,. Taking the derivative 
~~~~~~~ (sp,) Ipoj = (dA/ds)q,. Setting s = 1, and using 

(7) gives X,JaT/as)(p,) + uXeo + bq, = (dA/ds)q,. If we take the inner product with &,, we get 

(X,;q”,)(dT/as) + a(X,;i&J = 0,sothat -dT(p)/dp = -dT(sp,)/dsl,=, = u(T/p),p) = u(T) < 0. 
We will use this remark in section 4, where we shall prove that under the same hypotheses as in 
Theorem 1, solutions are in fact strongly non-degenerate. 

Note that u(T) < 0 implies that the time that the orbit through p takes to get to L, increases 
as p moves up L,. Note too that our proof can be viewed as a technique for showing that 
i?/&(iXl/&) > 0, where I and 1’3 denote the usual polar coordinates. 

COROLLARY 1. Let {X,) be a family of vector fields defined in an open set U c R2, which depend 
smoothly on a parameter 8. Suppose that y0 is a solution of (2), (3) corresponding to XBO, and that 

(4) holds and that (5) and (6) hold along yO. Then there is a neighborhood N of 8, such that if 
0 E N, X, admits a unique solution which is non-degenerate. 

Let y be any orbit satisfying @(Pi) > 0, @(PJ < 0, P,, P, on y, say P, = o=(P,), T > 0 (if 
T < 0, the argument is similar). Now u(P,, t) has a maximum on [0, T], which occurs at t, ~(0, T). 

Let q = at,(P,), then if T - t, > s > 0, we have 

(*) %+t, U’,XP,I = WdW,,U’,XP,ll = d~,b,X, + b,d, 
whereu, = u(P,, tJ, b, = b(P,, tl). Hence 

a(P,, r, + S)X,&) + b(P,, r, + $0,(q) = do&,X, + b,q) 

= %X,&r) + b, dd&d 
= Gc&, + b, b(q, s)X,s,,, + k s)~,(d) 

Hence u(P,, t, + s) = a, + b,a(q, s), and so b,u(q, s) d 0. Since b, > 0, we have u(q, s) 8 0. 
Similarly, if in (*) we replace t, by t, - s, we get u(cs(q), s) > 0. If either of these quantities 
equals zero, then we’re done, as we will see below. Suppose both quantities are not zero. Consider 
the function A(8) = u(a_e,(q), (1 - 19)s). We have A(O) < 0, A(1) > 0 so A(@ = 0 for some 
B,O < 8 < 1. 

Now let P = cc,(q), and let ij = ~(i _&P) and if L, is the ray from the origin through p, and 
L, is the ray from the origin through k, we see that bifurcation occurs for this boundary-value 
problem. Thus our condition is both necessary and sufficient for all boundary-value problems to 
be non-degenerate. 
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3. THE CONJUGATION OF VECTOR FIELDS 

In this section we shall demonstrate an approach to the strong non-degeneracy problem from 
the point of view of global analysis, and show that (local) conjugations of vectar fields preserve 
strongly non-degenerate solutions. 

Let (X0> be a family of vector fields depending smoothly on a parameter C, and let M denote 
the space of H!‘ curves y = (u, V) defined on a < t < b into RZ satisfying (3), and consider the 
operator Y on M into E_ik-’ defined by YO(y) = y’ - XC(y). If Y:(Y) denotes the linearization 
(Frechtt derivative) of q about y, then h is in the kernel of Y:(y) if and only if h’ = dX&)h. Thus 
y is a strongly non-degenerate solution (zero) of Y, if and only if Y:(y) is an isomorphism. Suppose 
now X0 and Xr are defined on open subsets U and U’ of R2, respectively, and let 4 be a diffeo- 

morphism from an open subset of U - 2(X,) to U’ where 2(X,) denotes the zero set of X. Then 4 
is said tolocally conjugate X, to X, provided that there is an invariant set V c U - Z(X,) such 
that dq5-‘Xb(q5(p)) = X,(p), for all p in K Suppose further that C/J leaves Li invariant, i = 1,2. 
Then 4 takes flows y of Xr which satisfy (3) into flows of XC which satisfy (3), since if y’ = Xr(y), 
then 4(y)’ = d+XJy) = X&$(y)). Moreover we have: 

PROPOSITION 1. Under the above assumption if y is a strongly non-degenerate flow of Xr satisfy- 
ing (3) then 4(y) is a strongly non-degenerate flow of X0 satisfying (3). 

Proof. An easy calculation shows YJy) = d@-l(y)YC(&y)), so 

Y:(Y)~ = (d4 - ‘)*[Y&(Y)), hl + W - ‘[Y:MrN WY)~I 

= d4 - ’ L-Y%#~Y)) dd4y)hl, 

since Y0(4(y)) = 0. Thus YT(y)h = 0 if and only if Yg(&)) d4(y)h = 0; hence q5 induces an iso- 
morphism. To complete the proof we must check the boundary conditions; i.e., we must show 

that if h = (h,, h,) E& then d&y)h E ki, i = 1,2. Assuming p # 0, we must show that d@(y) 

(h,, -a/&)’ is of the form (kl, -ff//?h,). Since L (= Li) is invariant, if +(z,, ZJ = (4’(z,, z,), 
@(zl, z,)), then clzi + pz, = 0 implies that c$‘(z,, z2) + ~@(z,, ZJ = 0; i.e. c+‘(z,, -a/Bz,) + 

P@(z,, - a//?~,) = 0 for all zl E R. Thus 

Hence 

is of the desired form. If /? = 0, a similar proof works. We then have 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that Cp locally conjugates X0 to Xr and leaves the lines Li invariant, i = 1,2. 
If y is a strongly non-degenerate flow of XT satisfying (3), then 4(y) is a strongly non-degenerate 
flow of X satisfying (3). 
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We shall illustrate the theorem by explicitly constructing the local conjugations for the system 
(1) with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions 

u’(u) = u’(b) = 0. (8) 
Here 

Xs(u,v) = (v, - ffh)), 

and we assume f (- A) = f(B) = f (0) = 0, A, B > 0, f ‘(0) > 0 and for u # 0, 

(9) 

f(u)/u > f'(u), -A < u < B. (10) 

The phase portrait for the flow can be depicted as in Fig. 2. Observe that solutions of (l), (8) 
correspond to orbits which meet the u-axis at x = a and x = b, and hence must lie in the “tear- 
shaped” region R, corresponding to X, in Fig. 2; we shall construct all of our maps in the interior 
of R, minus the origin. 

For any point P = (p, 0), p < 0 in R, P is carried by the flow to a unique point P’ = (p’, 0), 

p’ > 0; let T(s, p) denote the corresponding (shortest) “time”. Since F(p’) = F(p), where F’ = f, 

Figure 2 

it follows that p’ is independent of s. Hence since 

T(s, p) = ; 
\is 

” (F(p’) - F(p))- I” du, 
0 

we see that T is an increasing function of s. Furthermore, (10) implies that T is a decreasing func- 

tion of p. These remarks allow us to construct the desired conjugations; first we need some nota- 
tion. For z E R, and W a point on the orbit of X3 through 2, define r55(Z, W) to be the (shortest) 
time that the orbit takes to go from Z to W; thus zs(P, P’) = T(s, p), where P and P’ are as above. 

Now let t < s, and let P E Rs be as before. We set @J,(P) = Q where Q = (q, 0) E R, and T(s, P) = 

T(t, Q). We extend $r to all of Rs by the flow in the natural way, and call this extension 4. Thus, 
if Z E R, we set 4(Z) = W, where z,(P, Z) = z,(Q, W), and 4,(P) = Q. It is easy to check that $i 

is well defined; we must show that 4 is well-defined, i.e. that 4 and &i agree on their common 
domain. Let P = (p, 0) ER,, p < 0, and 4(P) = &. If Q # Q, say e.g. 7;(Q, &) < T,(Q, Q). Then by 
symmetry about the u-axis, 2T,(P, P’) = T,(P, P) = T,(Q, Q”) = T,(Q, Q’) + ?;(Q, Q”k so T,(P, P’) 
= T,(Q, Q’) < T,(Q, Q’), a contradiction. We similarly get a contradiction if IT;(Q, Q) > T,(Q, Q). 
Thus 4 is well-defined. Clearly 4 is a local diffeomorphism which leaves the u-axis invariant. 
Thus, we have : 

THEOREM 3. Suppose (10) holds, and X, X,, t < s are vector fields defined by (9). Then there is a 
local conjugation of Xs into X, which leaves {v = 0) n Rs invariant. In particular all flows of 
Xs satisfying (8) are strongly non-degenerate. 
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The last sentence follows from [3, p. 781, where it is shown that all flows of Xs having sufficiently 
small norm are strongly non-degenerate. 

Observe now that this technique does not work so nicely for other types of boundary conditions 
since we strongly used the symmetry of the flows about the u-axis. This difficulty can be remedied, 
however, by “lifting” the flows to’the universal covering space. 

4. A COVERING SPACE APPROACH 

Rather than develop a complete theory, we shall content ourselves with discussing the Dirichlet 
problem for (1); the reader should find no difficulty in considering more general boundary 
conditions and general vector fields. Thus, we consider flows of (9), together with homogeneous 
boundary conditions 4 

u(a) = u(b) = 0. (11) 

Referring to Fig. 2, for solutions which have one internal maximum (equivalently, orbits which 
begin and end on the v-axis, and do not encircle the origin, in Fig. 2), we can argue as in section 
3, and construct conjugations in the regions Rs n {u < 0}, and Rs n {u 2 O}. For the other cases, 
where the orbits encircle the origin, we use covering spaces to “unwind” the orbits. 

For the vector field X, defined by (9) and under the same assumptions on f as in section 3, 
we let R, be as in Section 3, and let (O,a,) = Rs n {u 2 0). Let 8, be the “universal cover” of 
R, i.e. Rs = R x (0, as). We fix an integer k > 1, and for 0 < p < a, we define T:(p) to be the 
“time” that the orbit of X, through (0, p) takes to make kz revolutions about the origin. For the 
convenience of the reader, we shall now outline our strategy. We first construct a local diffeo- 
morphism rc:$ + R, which will allow us to “lift” the vector field Xs to a vector field Xs on &, 
defined by drc(XJP)) = Xs(rc(P)), PER. This map carries orbits of Is into orbits of Xs (if 
6’ = X&r), then $5)’ = drc(+’ = drc(c)Ws(@) = Xs(rr(5)) and if C?(U) = 0, then rr(ii(a)) = 0) and 
every orbit “downstairs” lifts uniquely to one “upstairs”, provided that we specify C(u), say 
C(u) = 0 (but not conversely since orbits upstairs whose second components are fixed, and whose 
first components differ by an integral multiple of kn map to the same orbits downstairs). 
Our analysis will take place on the orbits of ZS, which take a particularly simple form; this will 
enable us to make conclusions about orbits of X,. We proceed now with the details. 

Let 0 < p < a,, and denote by r(t, p) the orbit of XS through (0, p) (the dependence on s will be 
suppressed), and set 

Note $0, p) = p, and if k is odd n(kz, P) = - P, while rc(kq P) = p if k is even, and that the curve 
R x p (a straight line in R,), projects to an orbit in R,. Thus by what we have said above, this line 
is an orbit of??,, and so by uniqueness, these are all the orbits of x,; i.e. all orbits ofX, are straight 
lines. 

Suppose now 

0 e.g., boundary conditions of the form au(a) + pu’(a) = au(b) + /W(b) = 0. 
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Then p = 4, so that (t - t’)T,k(p) = k rc nx (2 ), n E Z. Thus if It - t’) < 2kn2/Tf(p), then (t, p) and 
(t’, 4) map into different points; i.e., rc(t, p) # rc(t’, q) and so rc is locally one-one. To see that drc 
is locally one-one, we note that rc = 6.8, where 8 and 6 are defined by 

kp)3 (y$tp) 4 y(qg,p). 
Now from general considerations, the map (t, q) + y(t, q) is a local diffeomorphism, while a 
straightforward computation, (assuming ~?Tt(p)/ap # 0) shows that de is non-singular. It 

follows that n: is a local diffeomorphism. 
Next, we shall show that 

X&, p) = (k4T$), O). (13) 

First note that since drcXs = X, and orbits in Rs are straight lines, the second component of Xs 
is zero. Thus, we seek 1, E R such that drc(A, O)t = Xs. Using (12) we get Xs = drc(& O)t = d8 de(L, 0) 
= dS@T:(p)/krr, O)t =(X,, yJ(l,Ti(p)/kx, O)t = (AT$)/kx)Xs. Hence 1 = k$f_i(p), and (13) holds. 

Next, let 7’ = TJy); we show 7 is strongly non-degenerate. Thus suppose h’ = dXJj$, where 
h = (x1,?&), and h,(a) = J,(b) = 0. Since 

we see that E2 = 0, so I;, = c, a constant. Also 

aTkcP) d h’l = -ckxTi(p)-2 $- = , 

a constant. Thus A1 = dt + e, and using the boundary conditions gives 0 = da = e, and 
0 = db + e, so d = e = 0 and L, = 0. Hence d = h’l = 0 so c = 0, and h = 0. 

To finish the proof, we must show that if jj is a flow of Xs which satisfies the boundary conditions, 
then $7) is also strongly non-degenerate. First note that if r(t) = (rr(t), p), then if 7 satisfies the 

boundary conditions, rr(a) = 0, y,(b) = kz, and from (12) 

@7)(t) = r&(r), P) = Y(YM’:WW ‘7 P), 

SO (7ty)(a) = ~(0, p) = p, and (z?)(b) = y(Ti(p), p) = fp, depending on whether k is even or odd. 
Hence rc’y satisfies the correct boundary conditions if 7 does. We can now show that x(y) is 

strongly non-degenerate. 
Now if h is sufficiently small, then rc(y) + h lifts uniquely to 7 + T; for some h. Thus suppose 

d~~(n(y))h = 0, where h,(a) = h,(b) = 0. Then if 8 = th, t > 0, t small, dYs(rc(y))k = 0 and 

e(a) = 8(b) = 0. To compute dT(n(jj))e, we compute the linear parts (1.p.): For sufficiently small 

t, we have 

0 = q(m))e = 1.~. [IQ(r) + e) - r,(QNl 
= 1.P. [X($7 + 0)) - ysb4r,)l 
= 1.~. [dr@$j + 8)) - +$41 
= drc d r,(y)$l. 

Now since 7 is strongly non-degenerate ti = 0, so $7) + B = $7 + 0) = n(y), so 0 = 0 and thus 
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h = 0, and rc($ is strongly non-degenerate. Since rr is a local diffeomorphism, it follows that all 
flows of (1) satisfying (11) are strongly non-degenerate. 

Finally, we note that the vector fields Ws and X,, t < s, are always local conjugates at one 
another. To see this, define a map F:& + $ by F(B, p) = (Q I&)), where T!(p) = Ti($(p)). 
Then F is a local diffeomorphism and 

= X,(F(fl ~1). 

We remark that we have shown that if dTt/iYp # 0, then solutions of (2)-(3) are strongly non- 
degenerate. But we have remarked earlier (after the proof of Theorem 1) that under the hypo- 
theses of theorem 1, that dTf/i?p # 0. It follows then, that we have the following strengthening of 
Theorem 1. 

THEOREM 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, all solutions of (2) satisfying the boundary 
conditions au(a) + pa(a) = au(b) + /?u(b) = 0, are strongly non-degenerate. 

We of course also obtain the analogue of Corollary 1 for strongly non-degenerate solutions. 

5. SOME FINAL REMARKS 

We have only considered orbits which satisfy (4), or more precisely, Xaf(P)~a,(,J # 0, for all 
t E [a, b]. However, we may also allow Xab(,,) .a,@) = 0, since the limit of monotone functions is 
also monotone; in this case T is defined only on a half-open interval. If XO.,,,jG,(p) = 0, there is 
gain no problem. If both are zero, then the intersection of the half-open intervals may be a point. 

Internal tangencies may be classified into two sets, good and bad. (See Fig. 3). 

Figure 3 

It is easy to compute da,(p) for small ItI near the tangency and thus see that good internal 
tangencies do not produce bifurcations if p” dX,p - XP.p” > 0, while bad tangencies always 
produce bifurcations if b - a is small. A complete study of this phenomenon seems to require a 
condition on the curvature of the orbit, and would involve higher derivatives of X. 
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